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Abstract: - Combination of cryptography and Biometrics to provide high security. Biometric templates
play the main role in authenticating the individual identification. Biometric traits like fingerprint, retina and iris
have certain merits when compared to other biometrics. Iris provides high speed of comparison and it is well
suited for one-to-many identification. The iris templates are more stable or have more template longevity. Iris
templates need not be updated frequently, a single enrolment can last a lifetime .This paper explores the biometric
based authentication is blended with cryptography output called fuzzy vault which provides a high security. The
proposed algorithm aims at generating a secret encryption key from iris textures and data units for locking and
unlocking the vault. The algorithm has two phases: The first to extract binary key from iris textures, and the
second to generate fuzzy vault by using Lagrange interpolating polynomial projections.
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1. Introduction
This paper explores the biometric based authentication. The word biometrics is derived from the Greek
words namely “Bio” meaning life and “metrics” meaning measurements. No doubt, IRIS is the biometric traits
most widely deployed for authentication. IRIS provides high speed of comparison and it is well suited for one to
many identification. IRIS biometric is more reliable and accurate as compared to the other biometric [1], [2],
[3]. Current cryptographic algorithms require their keys to be very long and random for higher security, that is,
128 bits for Advanced Encryption Standards [4]. These keys are stored in smart cards and can be used during
encryption/decryption procedures by using proper authentication. There are two major problems with these
keys: One is privacy and second is data protection.
One of the most prominent solutions to solve this issue is the fuzzy IRIS vault, which allows error tolerant
IRIS authentication while preserving the privacy of the biometric features. It belongs to the class of biometric
template protection techniques. Biometric templates play the main role in authenticating the individual
identification and is based on the fuzzy vault scheme of juels and sudan. Which applies Reed-Solomon decoding
to redundantly bind the biometric template to a randomly selected secret polynomial.
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The IRIS templates are more stable throughout life and iris templates need not be updated frequently. A
single enrolment can last a lifetime. IRIS authentication is based on minutiae, which is specific features of the
iris pattern.
Rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides background of the proposed method. Section 3
addresses the preliminary of the proposed. The details of the proposed method is describes in Section 4. Section
5 describes experimental results. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Background
The fuzzy vault has been proposed by Juels and Sudan in theoretical security analysis for the general fuzzy
vault scheme by giving estimate for the number of candidate polynomials that would fit with a given vault. It is
an error tolerant authentication scheme based on the set of private attributes u1. . . . .u2.while the reference data
store the vault allow performing the authentication check , it does not reveal these attributes. These scheme
deploys a variant of reed-Solomon decoding and also hides the private user data among a large number of
random chaff points. There are two operations in fuzzy vault i.e. Encoding and Decoding.

1. Locking the Vault: While encoding, a secret key is locked by an unordered set G from the biometric
sample. A polynomial P is then constructed by encoding the secret key and evaluated by all the elements of the
unordered set. A random chaff point set C, which is 10 times the genuine points is taken. Then the union of the
chaff point set C which do not lie on polynomial and the unordered set G is performed to create a vault V i.e. V
= G U C This union of the chaff point set hides the genuine point set from the attacker and thus securing the
secret data and user biometric template simultaneously.

2. Unlocking the vault: While decoding, the secret key S can be retrieved from the vault by providing query
template which is represented by another unordered set G‟. The set G‟ had to be almost equal to set G. If the
difference between set G and set G‟ was very small i.e. substantial overlap, then the user can identify many
points in V that lie on P. If sufficient number of points can be identified then the polynomial P can be exactly
reconstructed by using an error correction scheme and thus generating the secret data securely/decoding the
secret keys securely. If G‟ does not overlap substantially with G, it is infeasible to reconstruct P and the
authentication is unsuccessful. This crypto-biometric system is known as fuzzy because the vault will get
decoded even for very near values of G and G‟ and the secret key S can be retrieved. Therefore fuzzy vault is
more suitable for biometric data which show inherent fuzziness as biometric data contain the intra-variations of
the same person. Also, the fuzzy vault scheme requires pre-aligned biometric templates that are properly aligned
with the input biometric data.

3. Preliminaries
Fuzzy logic is the basic preliminary of this proposed method. Fuzzy logic [5], [6], [7], [8] is part of soft
computing method [9], [10] which is a part of artificial intelligence technique [11], [12]. It was introduced by
Zadeh which became mathematical discipline [13] to express human reasoning in rigorous mathematical
notation. It is a multi-valued logic that allows intermediate values to be defined between conventional
evaluations like true/false, yes/no, high/low, small/big, short/long etc. Many authors [14], [15], [16], [17], [18]
used fuzzy logic in ad-hoc network.
Fuzzy logic considers as an intelligent system [19], [20], [21] and has been shown to yield promising results
for many applications that are difficult to be handled by conventional techniques [22], [23]. Fuzzy logic is used
to convert crisp data to fuzzy data by the help of fuzzification method and process this data by the helps of
inference engine after processing data convert it again into crisp data by the helps of defuzzification. Inference
is an assumption or conclusion that is rationally and logically made, based on the given facts or circumstances.
So it is based off of facts, so the reasoning for the conclusion is often logical. And inference engine is used to
apply reasoning to compute fuzzy outputs. The main ethics of fuzzy logic system can easily implement human
experiences and preferences vie membership functions and fuzzy rules, from a qualitative description to a
quantitative description that is suitable to solve any complex problem. Fuzzy membership functions can have
different shapes depending on the designer‟s preference and/or experience. The fuzzy rules [24], [25], [26]]
which describe the control strategy in a human-like fashion, there are four modes of derivation of fuzzy control
rules: (1) expert experience and control engineering knowledge, (2) behaviour of human operators, (3)
derivation based on the fuzzy model of a process, and (4) derivation based on learning.
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4. Proposed Method
The proposed method involves mainly two phase - one is feature extraction and the other is polynomial
projection to generate vault. A random key combined with lock/unlock data both of 128 bit are extracted from
iris textures and are projected on to a polynomial with cyclic redundancy code for error checking. To these
projections, chaff points are added and scrambled to obtain vault. The proposed method is attempted to provide
security, diversity and revocability to unibiometric and multibiometric templates by a hybrid approach. The
security of the proposed fuzzy vault method is measured by min-entropy which is expressed in terms of security
bits. The proposed method considers fuzzy vault scheme to provide security to biometric templates. The fuzzy
vault is password hardened to impart revocability to biometric templates.

4.1. IRIS Localization
First the eye image [27], [28], [29] is required then we converted to gray scale and its contrast is enhanced using
histogram equalization. Algorithm based on thresholding and morphological operators, is used to segment the
eye image and to obtain region of interest. Initially the pupil boundary and limbic boundary were found to fix
the iris area. Many algorithms are available today to fix these boundaries. But one of the easiest and simple
algorithms is by using morphological operations. By using bit plane method, we can find the pupil boundary.
The LSB bit plane is used to determine the pupil boundary. Similarly the limbic boundary can be obtained by
calculating standard deviation windows in vertical and horizontal directions. Further the iris image is normalized
to a standard size of (87x360) using interpolation technique.

4.2. Morphology Operation
Thinning is a morphological operation that is used to remove selected foreground pixels from binary images. It
can be used for several applications, but is particularly useful for skeletonization . In this mode it is commonly
used to tidy up the output of edge detectors by reducing all lines to single pixel thickness. Thinning is normally
only applied to binary images, and produces another binary image as output. The thinning operation is related to
the hit-and-miss transform. Here, eye image is converted into binary image which is help for password creation
and protection. It is shown in Figure 1 (a) and (b).

Figure 1: (a) Eye image.

Figure 1: (b) Binary image.

4.3. Requirements for Biometrics
Physical and Behavioural biometrics should possess certain characters that make them suitable to be employed
in biometric system s. Requirements are separated as theoretical and practical and are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Universality: Each person should have the biometric characteristics.
Uniqueness: Each person has a unique identification.
Permanence: The characteristics remain the same over life time.
Collectability: Easy to measurement.
Performance: To check verification accuracy, error, computing speed.
Acceptability: Degree of approval of a technology.
Circumvention: The degree of security of the system given fraudulent attacks.
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Biometric samples captured during enrolment phase are stored in the form of templates. Biometric templates
play important role in the biometric authentication process. The iris-based technique has a much higher
verification accuracy than other biometric.

4.4. Advantages of using Biometrics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

No need to memorize passwords.
Unique physical or behavioural characteristic.
Cannot be borrowed, stolen, or forgotten.
Requires physical presence of the person to be identified.
Better than password/PIN or smart cards.

Bio-cryptography techniques protect a secret key using biometric features or by generating a key from biometric
features. In such systems, some public information is stored. Both the secret key and biometric template are
hidden in the public information. However, it is computationally impossible to extract the key or template from
the public information directly. There are two subcategories of bio-cryptography techniques: key binding and
key generating. If public information is derived from binding the secret key and biometric template, it is key
binding. Example fuzzy vault [30], [31], [32], [33].

4.5. Fixing the Center & X/Y Coordinates
Black hole search method is used to detect the center of pupil. The center of mass refers to the balance point (x,
y) of the object where there is equal mass in all directions. Both the inner and outer boundaries can be taken as
circles and center of pupil can be found by calculating its center of mass. The steps of black hole search method
are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Find the darkest point of image in global image analysis.
Determine a range of darkness designated as the threshold value (t) for identification of black holes.
Determine the number of black holes and their coordinates according to the predefined threshold.
Calculate the center of mass of these black holes.
Ex and Ey denotes the x, y coordinates of center which satisfy I(x,y)<t.
Ex ={Σx=0 to w-1 Σy=0 to H-1 X }/WH
Ey ={Σx=0 to w-1 Σy=0 to H-1 Y }/WH

where W and H are the sum of detected coordinates x, y and t is the threshold value. The radius can be
calculated from the given area (total number of black holes in the pupil), where radius =√area/∏. From the
center of the pupil, the x, y coordinates of every node is found and used to form lock/unlock data as shown in
Figure 2 (a) and (b). The x and y coordinates of nodes (8 bits each) are used as [x|y] to obtain 16 bit lock/unlock
data unit u.

Figure 2: (a) Showing pupil boundary.

Figure 2: (b) Iris showing x/y coordinates.

The following steps illustrate the encoding process of the fuzzy vault: Step 1:
Feature extraction from fingerprint or Iris or Retina.
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Step 2:
Encoding Process
(i) 128 bit random secret S is generated.
(ii) 128 bit secret data is combined with 16 bit CRC to form 144 bit SC.
(iii) SC is divided into nine 16 bit segments to obtain polynomial
Coefficients.
(iv) SC is represented as a polynomial.
p(u) = c8u8 + c7u7 + ……..+ c1u1 + c0
(v) x and y coordinates of the minutiae act as locking/ unlocking unit (u
= x|y) of the vault .
(vi) Two sets namely Genuine set (G) and chaff set(C) are generated.
G = [(u1,p(u1)), (u2,p(u2)),…….. (uL, p(uL))]
C = [(c1,d1),(c2,d2) …..(cM,dM)].
cj • ui,( j = 1,2,…….M, i = 1,2, …L)
dj • p(ci), ( j = 1,2,….M. i = 1,2,… L)
VS = Listscrambled (G U C)
Where
„u‟ is genuine point
„p(u)‟ is the projection of the genuine point
„c‟ is the chaff point which is not in genuine point set
„d‟ is the dummy value which is not in p(u)
„m‟ is the number of chaff points
„l‟ is the number of genuine points

4.6. Diagram for Fuzzy Vault Construction
The locking and unlocking process of the feature points from the biometric modalities in the fuzzy vault is
illustrated in the schematic diagram that shows a sample Iris template which is shown in Figure 3.

Template

Figure 3: Procedure of fuzzy vault encoding.

The following steps illustrate the Decoding process of the fuzzy vault: i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Query minutiae set (Q) is compared with the vault.
Genuine point set is isolated and polynomial is reconstructed.
Coefficients are mapped back and SC* is obtained.
SC* is divided by the CRC primitive polynomial.
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v.

If the remainder < > 0 then.
Query template does not match and the secret decoded is not correct and sample is from an imposter.
else if the remainder = 0 then
Query template matches and secret gets decoded successfully and sample is from a genuine user. For
checking errors the polynomial is divided with CRC primitive polynomial. A zero remainder means no errors.
The details procedure of fuzzy vault decoding is shown in Figure 4.

Query iris

Key = [a b c d e]
P(x) = ax4+bx3+cx2+dx+e

Figure 4: Procedure of fuzzy vault decoding.

5. Experimental Results
The proposed method is simulated using MATLAB simulator. For the vault implementation, a unique point
from biometric modality is extracted. Secret message is generated as a 128 bit random stream. The 16 bit CRC
is appended to transformed key S to get 144 bit SC. The primitive polynomial considered for CRC generation is
shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Primitive polynomial for CRC generation.
In the minutiae set, the minutiae points whose Euclidian distance is less than D are removed. A 16 bit
lock/unlock unit „u‟ is obtained by concatenating x and y (each 8 bits) coordinates. The „u‟ values are sorted and
first N of them are selected. The Secret (SC) is divided into 9 non overlapping segments of 16 bits each. Each
segment is converted to its decimal equivalent to account for the polynomial coefficients (C8, C7 …C0). All
operations take place in Galois Field GF. The projection of „u‟ on polynomial „p‟ is found. Now the Genuine
points set G is ((ui, P(ui)). Random chaff points are generated which are 10 times more in number than that of
the genuine points. Thus two sets namely the Genuine set (G) and chaff set (C) are generated. The 144 bits are
converted to polynomial p(u) as –
p(u)=180*int64(u^8)+1638*int64(u^7)+52868*int64(u^6)+59549*int64(u^5)+14256*int64(u^4)+3167*int64(u
^3)+40820*int64(u^2)+3160*int64(u)+int64(10280)
The indices of x and y coordinates of nodes are used for projections. The co-ordinates of nodes in Figure 2 (b)
are:
(98, 56)
(160, 65)
(150,128)
(333, 8)

=
=
=
=

2 (inch)
3
4
5
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6
7
8
9
10

Add these two co-ordinates then convert into inch. After that put in these inches value into the polynomial
p(u)=int64().
X=[2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10];
Y=[5978176 59401850 320687240 1220786830 3711187088 9644682506 22328026600 47294632190
93352750880];
Plot(x,y);
Output show – Genuine point in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Genuine point.
Using these indices, genuine points are generated to which chaff points are added later to form vault. The ratio
of chaff points and original points is taken as 10:1 so that the combinations are large in giving high security.

6. Conclusion
Fuzzy vault, constructed for iris templates, is superior to that of other biometric templates. When compared with
other biometrics, iris provides stable structures irrespective of acquisition characteristics. But histogram
processing is needed for contrast enhancement of iris after acquiring. Also pre alignment of templates is not
necessary since nodes are always constant in iris texture. The time complexity and space complexity of
algorithm are high due to long integers involved in genuine set calculation since the size of each template is 32 x
32. Also multiple combinations are to be verified. Quantizing the iris features to 8 x 8 level can minimize these
complexities.
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